GOVERNANCE

Sprinklr Social Governance
Compliance is no longer a nice-to-have feature in enterprise social. For most global
brands these days, private or public, it’s a matter of regulatory life and death.
Are you protecting your teams and your business? There's no longer any
excuse not to, with Social Governance at your side.

Today 3:18pm

had another unauthorized tweet go out
last night. PR is fuming, our CEO is livid!
Today 3:20pm

ouch. well I use the Sprinklr Social
Governance module - i sleep easier :)
Today 3:24pm

seriously? isn't it hard to use?

Today 3:29pm

no way. it's automated too. roles,
permissions, tiered approvals for content and
posts, all configurable and it just fits into our
typical workflows and keeps us out of trouble
all behind the scenes
Today 3:30pm

you get audit trails too?

Fine tuning granular roles and permissions to model
internal governance rules.

Today 3:33pm

of course, among other things. you
can't even post anything unless you're
authorized. i got teams creating content,
teams reviewing it, teams deploying it.
canned templates, you name it. it's just
one big protective compliance shield
Today 3:34pm

wow, who are these people again?
can you connect me?
Today 3:35pm

Sprinklr.com - sure thing!
Protect brand reputation with content and message approval paths.
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GOVERNANCE
YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
1

What can be governed under Sprinklr?
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Yes, we have a crisis situation kill-switch feature available as
part of our rules engine. With one click of a button, you can
instantly disable all outbound messaging or publishing for all
or parts of your global organization.

Everything users see or do in the platform, from
conversation management to content deployment or
campaigns, comes under Social Governance.
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Do you support single sign-on (SSO)?
Yes, we support SAML 2.0. We’ll integrate platform signon with whatever authentication technology and gating
infrastructure you currently use.
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We support everything from single one-shot to complex multitiered approval path workflows. Chances are, we can map any
simple or multi-level chained approval process you currently
work with in your organization.

Do I need to set roles and permissions for every
single user?
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Can I protect my brand against rogue posters?
You sure can by either restricting users’ ability to post
content, or by enforcing approval paths for various types of
content per channel, region or role.

Granular permissions yield full flexibility over governance
and platform usage adoption.
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Can I revoke permissions on a whole set of users easily?
Absolutely. You can revoke permissions on an entire group
of users instantly by modifying the group’s permissions in
one fell swoop.

No worries. We also have Account Groups and you can
categorize and set up social account profiles in bulk as well.
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We have so many locations, can we govern them all?
No matter how many field offices, branches, retail stores,
agents or other remote locations your organization has, they
can all be secured and governed centrally and easily using
our Social Distributed model.

You can assign roles and permissions to a group and
whatever users you add to the group will automatically be
created using those attributes.

What if I have thousands of social profiles?

Can I control the user experience with governance?
Absolutely. You can show or hide almost every aspect of the user
interface and give or block access to every piece of functionality
via roles and permissions. Which makes it really easy to optimize
the experience for casual users as well as expert ones.

No. We make it quick and painless to provision thousands of
users with a few mouse clicks using the concept of ‘Groups’.
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Our approval process is complex. Can you support it?

Are audit trails available?
Yes, Sprinklr keeps track of everything your users do
for auditing purposes. Changes made during workflow
processes are all stored and tracked internally. You can
examine or export these records at any time.
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Can I instantly halt all outbound activity?
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Does all this governance work on mobile too?
Of course. All our governance capabilities are fully
accessible on all our mobile apps as well including iOS,
Android and Windows 8.

